
No Hard Copy Text Needed for CCP Civilization Summer 
Assignment: Online Site will be used   

https://sites.google.com/a/isd709.org/hollinday/whap/traditio
ns-encounters  

My Power Point 
Audio: https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/0B9uPKMRu
dJ0kc2ctS2gzQVJyMG8  

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Directions for the Summer Assignments for CCP 

Civilizations 3 Short Essays 
 

There is no need for a text book this summer. The resources you will have to answer essay 
questions are 1) voice in scripted power point presentations  

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/0B9uPKMRudJ0kc2ctS2gzQVJyMG8  

 

2) on line text  

https://sites.google.com/a/isd709.org/hollinday/whap/traditions-encounters  

 3) YouTube 

 

On the first week of class you will turn in 3 short essays: Chapter 2, Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. 
The typical essay is five paragraphs. The below prompts will stimulate your thoughts for your 
essay. 

===================================================================== 

Directions of Essay 
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Each essay should be a minimum five-paragraph essay (1 paragraph introduction, 3 paragraph 
body, 1 paragraph conclusion). 

Opening paragraph should have 1) Thesis Statement Main argument of your paper made up 
through thesis statements and evidence of the body. Should be one or two sentences never more 
2) Topic Sentences (subdivisions which support thesis statement). 

Resources: 
Lectures of Mr. Ehrbar’s Through Power Points: For Entire Year 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/0B9uPKMRudJ0kc2ctS2gzQVJyMG8  

If you cannot get into the above website. The same link is on Holy Name’s Website. Go to Social 
Studies Department. See my picture. Hit CCP American History and CCP Civilization. Then hit 
more tab. That will take you to the Google Drive Account for American History Audio Power 
Points. Hit the Chapter that you are studying.  

Once you are in this website; hit the speakers on the power points and there will be my voice 
lecturing to solve these essay questions.  

Online Textbook. 

https://sites.google.com/a/isd709.org/hollinday/whap/traditions-encounters 

https://sites.google.com/a/wfsd.k12.ny.us/mskcoudrey/ap-world-textbook 

https://www.academia.edu/39285331/Traditions_Encounters_A_Global_Perspective_Of_The_Pa
st_From_1500_To_The_Present_2_by_Jerry_Bent 

Outline Text 

http://novella.mhhe.com/sites/0024122010/student_view0/chapter16/chapter_outline.html  

http://glencoe.mheducation.com/sites/2222555555/student_view0/chapter2/chapter_outline   

   

Three Essay Questions to be turned in at the being of the School Year. 

Chapter 2 The Early Complex Societies 3500 to 500 BC. 

Identify the origins of the Babylonian society as part of the Mesopotamia Era (Mesopotamia 
means in between two rivers). Define Hammurabi’s influence on culture include, how did 
Hammurabi use the powers of centralization in unifying areas to increase trade for the city of 
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Babylonia and neighboring areas? Identify and infer the fundamental principles of his laws. Cite 
examples and relate principles today and Old Testament. Define Lex talionis and its principle the 
Babylonian Culture. How is the term an “eye for an eye” executed in the Babylonian Culture?  

Chapter 3 Early Agricultural Society in Africa 

Egypt was the prominent of early African societies, but it was by no means the only agricultural 
society nor even the only complex, city-based society of ancient Africa realizing the importance 
of Nubia. Create arguments that show the complexity of Egypt. Evaluate the importance of the 
Nile River and the Egyptians technological use of its resources. Validate the agricultural 
accomplishments through math and technology that were used by the Egyptians. Incorporate the 
unification process of Menes and its increase with federalization. How did Menes and the 
Pharaoh’s use religion as a tool for his rule?   

Chapter 4 Early Societies in South Asia 

Like early agricultural societies in Mesopotamia and Egypt, Harappa society named after 
Harappa, one of its two chief cities. The Harappa Society was the origins to India today. Critic 
the political, economic, and cultural aspects of the Harappa Society. Infer the importance of size 
for Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro, its military and for the city state system of government. Also 
apply Harappa’s economic system with Labor and trade. Explaining mining and farming of early 
India.  

 

Problems email me at jehrbar@holynamehs.com  
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